1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-18-01036}
===============

Cancer is no longer considered as just a defect in the cell cycle control as a result of factors such as external radiation exposure, hereditary gene, or combinations thereof. Recent advancements in determining the factors that influence cancer development have indicated that even the immediate environment of the cancer cells influences their proliferation \[[@B1-ijms-18-01036]\]. The cancer microenvironment, also known as the tumor microenvironment (TME), is an environment at the cellular level and consists of surrounding cells such as immune cells, inflammatory cells, extracellular matrix, and physical factors such as pH, temperature, hypoxia, interstitial fluid pressure, and others \[[@B2-ijms-18-01036]\]. TME became a topic of interest for many researchers upon the discovery of the effects of immediate environmental changes such as lowering of pH and increased temperature on the proliferation of cancer cells. The contribution of TME is still undergoing research and recent studies suggest that both biochemical and physical cues in the environment significantly affect the growth and development of cancer cells \[[@B3-ijms-18-01036]\].

One of the predominantly preferred methods to study and understand TME is molecular or metabolic imaging. Recent improvements in the imaging field have greatly impacted on the way in which TME is deciphered and has also improved the efficiency in monitoring dynamic interactions between tumor cells and their surrounding factors \[[@B4-ijms-18-01036]\]. The pathway and function of imaging probes injected into the patient, are monitored by image guided therapy (IGT) for theranostic purposes. Apart from the tracking pathway and function, it also detects the progress of drug accumulation in the cells or even externally activates the specific nanoprobe with external means such as ultrasound, temperature etc. \[[@B5-ijms-18-01036]\]. Although it is almost a well-established technique, there is still room for improvement in computer assisted surgery (CAS) as its ability is still limited \[[@B6-ijms-18-01036]\].

Another way of monitoring a probe is using nanotheranostic techniques whereby probes in nanoscale are injected into the body for diagnostics and therapeutics or sometimes for both \[[@B7-ijms-18-01036]\]. These probes have specific drugs and targeting moieties (peptides, antibody) attached to them, contributing to the specificity of the probe \[[@B8-ijms-18-01036],[@B9-ijms-18-01036]\]. This has proven to be an efficient method to target the TME factors. The futuristic vision of this technique is to improve the personalized medicine concept, which is to customize medical procedures to suit the patient's requirements.

One of the most widely used tools in nanotheranostics is use of nanoparticles (NPs). They come in various types, shapes and sizes according to target site, pathway and application. Each target has a few specific requirements that needs to be satisfied by the particular NP, so that the theranostic drug delivery system is efficient. Three main aspects need to be considered before choosing a type of NP interaction with the cells. First is the knowledge of the target cells and the biomarkers present in that target. Route of administration of the probe, that is, whether an oral administration or an intra venous (IV) injection, is the next thing to be considered. Finally, we have to consider the in vivo stability of the NP for the chosen purpose. For example, we need to consider whether the IV administered nanoprobe will be stable and can resist attack from the immune cells in the blood circulation until it is absorbed by the targeted cells. By using these guidelines to choose nanoprobes, many nanomaterials like nanodots, quantum dots, nanotubes, and nanowells have been designed.

Shape of the nano-probe is also an important factor to be considered. Although spherical nanoparticles are predominantly used in cancer theranostics, several non-spherical NPs like filamentous or worm like micelles, ellipsoid, nanorod, nanodisk etc. do have a number of favorable features including high drug loading capacity, long circulation time, better cellular uptake, longer tumor inhibition time etc. \[[@B10-ijms-18-01036]\]. Banerjee et al. studied different nanoprobes with different sizes (50 and 200 nm) to test the effective transport and absorption in the intestine \[[@B11-ijms-18-01036]\]. They demonstrated that the rod-shaped particle has higher cellular uptake and a more effective transportation system compared to spherical shaped. Another shape-based nanoparticle study was conducted by Loverde et al. using the Taxolanticancer drug in the block copolymer nanoparticle and which developed worm and sphere shaped hydrophobic particle coated with PEG-PCL, PEG-PLA and PEG-PBD. They concluded that the worm shaped NPs showed stronger hydrophobicity with PEG-PBD \[[@B12-ijms-18-01036]\].

NPs have been proven to be a useful means for both early detection and drug delivery for cancer cells. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are hydrolases which are responsible for tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis. They also play a role in formation of tumor blood vessels. However, these have emerged as probable targets for early cancer detection. For example, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-2) responsive nanoprobe is a type of NP developed to target breast, colon, and prostate cancer cells. MMP-2 plays an important role in the early detection of cancer due to its over expression on cancer cells compared to healthy cells \[[@B13-ijms-18-01036]\]. Amongst the discussed nanoprobes, the most studied NPs for MRI are iron oxide and gold NPs \[[@B14-ijms-18-01036]\].

Most NPs either target the receptors on the cell, the intracellular target elements or the environmental factors specific to the cellular microenvironment \[[@B15-ijms-18-01036]\]. Thus, the target system can be classified into physical factors such as hypoxia, pH, and interstitial fluid pressure and components of TME such as vasculature, lymphatic system, stromal cells etc. Low levels of oxygen have been proven to induce cancer characteristics in cells and similarly lower pH in tumor cells has been observed in comparison to healthy cells. Changes in interstitial pressure of the cells indicate an increase or decrease in cell permeability. Increased permeability in turn leads to influx or efflux of any foreign body in the cell, which might be a cancer carrier. It is very difficult to target the vasculature in the cancer environment due to increased permeability and loose membranes. Stromal cells are the cells surrounding the tumor which might influence the uncontrollable proliferation of the cancerous cells. Some of the stromal cells are cancerous fibroblasts and macrophages which indirectly induce cell division. Extracellular matrix (ECM) is another target in the TME which has been given consideration as the change in its mechanical property can prompt tumor formation also. Thus, this review aims to summarize TME-specific nano-theranostic probes that have been developed over the past few years designed for different imaging modalities, coupled with their usefulness and limitations \[[@B16-ijms-18-01036]\]. [Figure 1](#ijms-18-01036-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows the illustration of a theranostic probe incorporated for targeting the tumor microenvironment. [Table 1](#ijms-18-01036-t001){ref-type="table"} lists significant probes incorporated for therapy and imaging of the tumor microenvironment.

2. Tumor Microenvironment: Theranostic Probes for Physical Factors {#sec2-ijms-18-01036}
==================================================================

The physical factors which greatly influence the proliferation of cancer cells are hypoxia, pH, and the interstitial pressure in the surrounding environment. These factors also serve as targets for the development of specific theranostic nanoprobes, which will be further discussed in this section.

2.1. Hypoxia {#sec2dot1-ijms-18-01036}
------------

Hypoxia is a state of oxygen deprivation in the tissues. Thomlinson and Gray observed necrotic cells at a diffusion distance around 150 μm off the closest capillaries in human lung cancer cells \[[@B17-ijms-18-01036]\]. They also realized the correlation between hypoxia and the failure of radiation therapy. It was only after many experiments that they discovered the failure was due to the diminished levels of free radicals in the hypoxic cells.

After four decades, it was discovered that the hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF) consisting of HIF-1 and HIF-2 activated gene transcription for the expression of the phenotypes were associated with cancer cells \[[@B18-ijms-18-01036]\]. The hypoxic tumor cells can be caused by limited diffusion of oxygen (chronic) or vasculature collapse (acute) \[[@B19-ijms-18-01036]\]. HIF binds to hypoxia response elements (HREs) to maintain the state of oxygen deficiency in cancer cells, so that they continue carrying out invasion, progression, metastasis, and hindrance to radiation therapy \[[@B20-ijms-18-01036]\]. The early attempts to target hypoxia with radiation sensitizers and hyperbaric oxygen failed to be very precise, thereby requiring more precise optimization techniques \[[@B21-ijms-18-01036]\]. Thus, the discoveries of therapeutic agents that inhibit HIF-1 are a prominent choice for cancer therapy. Examples of HIF inhibitors are HIF specific single interference RNA and antisense RNA that suppress the invasion and metastasis in pancreatic adenocarcinoma \[[@B22-ijms-18-01036]\].

Several molecular imaging modalities targeting tumor hypoxia such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computer Tomography (SPECT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Optical Imaging have been developed. In the upcoming section, nanotheranostic probes targeting tumor hypoxia and their corresponding imaging modalities will be discussed.

PET imaging of hypoxia for in vivo detection is based on the capability of the molecules to bind with the deoxygenated cells using the imaging probes namely, ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole (^18^F-FMISO), ^61^Cu-diacetyl-*bis*(*N*4-methylsemicarbazone) (^61^Cu-ATSM), ^18^F-flortanidazole (^18^F-HX4) etc. The FMISO PET determined the severity of tumors in a case study conducted on 22 patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). It was found that the signal intensity of the image correlated with the severity of hypoxia in cancer cells \[[@B23-ijms-18-01036],[@B24-ijms-18-01036]\]. In addition, ^61^Cu-ATSM PET elevated the contrast for intensity-modulated therapy in head and neck cancer, but this method required precise dosage of radionuclides attached to prodrug or theranostic agents \[[@B25-ijms-18-01036]\]. Despite the advancement of all these probes, PET imaging to target hypoxia in tumors is still confined to the research domain. [Figure 2](#ijms-18-01036-f002){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of a dynamic PET scan and evolution of ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole distribution within a patient from the initial blood pool to selective sequestration within the hypoxic tumor subvolume \[[@B26-ijms-18-01036]\].

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS), has evolved with probes for determination of the level of deoxygenation using the relaxation of Hexamethyldisoloxane (HMDSO (^1^H MRS)). It has been used to measure the tension of oxygen in prostate cancer cells after intravenous injection \[[@B27-ijms-18-01036],[@B28-ijms-18-01036]\]. Furthermore, perfluorocarbons (^19^F MRS) are used in combination with nitroimidazole to design a probe, namely 2-Nitro-α-\[(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)methyl\]-imidazole-1-ethanol (TF-MISO), that undergoes reduction when it binds to the endogenous molecules of hypoxic cells. This enables it to determine the severity of hypoxia in vivo \[[@B29-ijms-18-01036]\]. Usually, the nitroimidazole-based probe involves the biomarker SR4554, which was experimented on 26 different patients with predominant gastrointestinal cancer \[[@B30-ijms-18-01036]\]. To conduct surface coil acquisition of tumors using ^19^F MRS, the tumors must be less than 3 cm in diameter and less than 4 cm in depth. To improve the imaging modality, positive contrast enhancement is achieved using gadolinium-tetraazacyclododecane tetraacetic acid monoamide conjugate of 2-nitro-imidazole (GdDO3NI). Apart from measuring the oxygen deficiency in tumors, it was possible to image the area with low blood vessel perfusion in a xenograft rat model of prostate cancer \[[@B31-ijms-18-01036]\].

Optical Imaging using fluorescent tags plays an important role in studying the hypoxia responsive elements (HRE) of carcinomatous cells \[[@B32-ijms-18-01036]\]. It was tested on xenograft models to draw the relevance between vasculature and deprivation of oxygen. Additionally it was also observed in the experiment that hypoxia affects the transport of macromolecules, metabolism, and distribution of collagen-1 fiber \[[@B33-ijms-18-01036]\]. However, the fluorescent imaging could not provide a more sensitive metabolic imaging in hypoxic tumors when compared to PET imaging.

Photoacoustic imaging is a hybrid technique which works on the principle of optical absorption and ultrasonic wave propagation. Electromagnetic radiation in the form of pulsed laser is irradiated on the sample which usually contains endogenous chromophores such as haemoglobin or deoxy haemoglobin or organic dyes and nanoparticles. This causes rapid heating and thermal expansion that leads to generation of acoustic waves which are detected by ultrasonic transducers. Since scattering of ultrasound is much less compared to light in human tissues, this leads to higher resolution images. Along with this, a higher contrast is obtained due to the use of the optical imaging technique. Hence, photoacoustic imaging generates high resolution and high contrast images \[[@B34-ijms-18-01036]\]. An application of this technique can be seen by the various photoacoustic imaging probes sensitive to the oxygen level which have been developed for theranostic applications in targeting tumor microenvironment. It has evolved with targeted imaging and selective therapy of gastric cancer stem cells as an efficacious anticancer treatment. Shujing et al. designed gold nanostars (GNS)-based PEGylated multifunctional nanoprobes conjugated with CD44v6 monoclonal antibodies (CD44v6-GNS) as targeting ligands. Photoacoustic imaging revealed that this nanoprobe is capable of targeting the gastric cancer vascular system actively at 4-h post-injection, whereby the probes could also inhibit tumor growth remarkably upon NIR laser irradiation in gastric cancer bearing mice. Thus, the CD44v6-GNS nanoprobes have a great potential application for gastric cancer targeted imaging and photothermal therapy \[[@B35-ijms-18-01036]\]. On the top of imaging modalities, the advancement in therapeutic genes namely, cytosine deaminase (CD) for HRE activation has been developed. The formation of the cytotoxic 5-fluorouracil (5 FU) from the interaction between nontoxic 5-fluorocytosine (5 FC) and CD can be imaged in vivo using ^19^F MRS. This method can be applied using NPs for the delivery of molecular reagents such as siRNA, cDNA, and mRNA in clinical trials \[[@B36-ijms-18-01036]\].

2.2. pH Level {#sec2dot2-ijms-18-01036}
-------------

The balance between the extracellular and intracellular pH is achieved by a group of transporters such as Na^+^/H^+^ pumps and carbonic anhydrases (CAs) I-XIII \[[@B37-ijms-18-01036]\]. They can stabilize the concentration levels of hydronium ions generated by cellular metabolism such as glycolysis. The acidic environment is due to the stringent blood perfusion and increased level of glycolytic activity in the tumor cells \[[@B38-ijms-18-01036]\]. With the prior knowledge of abnormal pH in the TME, various theranostic probes are enumerated below.

Firstly, MRS can monitor the chemical shift of the mild signals from inorganic phosphate to characterize the variation of the intracellular pH (pHi) using pH marker such as 3-aminopropylphosphonate. ^31^P MRS was used for characterization of extracellular pH (pHe). Unfortunately, the sensitivity of ^31^P MRS is low which limits the spatial resolution \[[@B39-ijms-18-01036]\]. Thus, the spatial resolution for pHe could be increased in in vivo imaging by replacing the probes with ^1^H MRS namely (imidazol-1-yl)3-ethyoxycarbonylpropionic acid. Later, an improved spatial resolution with enhanced contrast for imaging the pHe was achieved using another ^1^H MRS probe namely, 2-(imidazol-1-yl) succinic acid with increased specificity and sensitivity \[[@B40-ijms-18-01036]\].

Kato and Artemony developed a novel dual-tracer MRI-based theranostic technique to track the drugs released from nanocarriers using the SPION and gadolinium diethylenetriamine-penta-acetic acid bismethylamide (GdDTPA-BMA) \[[@B41-ijms-18-01036]\]. The utilization of SPION implements a domineering negative enhancement over the positive enhancement due to GdDTPA-BMA, thus allowing pH-based theranostic probes to approach deep layered tissues \[[@B42-ijms-18-01036]\].

Optical probes have been designed to image the acidification in tumors using a pH-activated near infrared fluorescent (NIRF) probe with an elevated sensitivity and quicker data acquisition. Optical imaging using NIRF probe enhances the sensitivity and spatial resolution because it reduces the absorbance and auto-fluorescence of endogenous molecules \[[@B43-ijms-18-01036]\]. One of the probes called DilR 783-S can be activated in the acidic state by the breaking of hydrazine bonds, causing a fluorescence effect in the MDA-MB-435 xenograft model.

However, the available probes have not been used in clinical trials so far. Furthermore, other pH probes like the chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) has been used to image breast cancer in a xenograft model using contrast agents of CT such as iopromide \[[@B44-ijms-18-01036]\]. It can determine the correlation between the amide protons of iopromide and the level of pH. The pH was observed to be in the narrow range of 6.3 to 7.2 irrespective of concentration. The pH level of the tissues could also be estimated through hyperpolarized H^13^CO~3~ with prior intravenous injection in in vivo detection \[[@B45-ijms-18-01036]\]. The calculation of pH was done using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation and it was applied in the lymphoma model of the preclinical trial.

Besides the use of imaging probes to track the fatality of cancer, there is an urgent need for the design of pH-sensitive carriers for a more specific and effective targeting. Polymeric micelles are well-known pH-sensitive hydrophobic carriers used to target tumors with great specificity because they contain ionizable groups \[[@B46-ijms-18-01036]\]. The hydrophobic drugs can be encapsulated in micelles to function in the acidic state of TME. The typical doxorubicin-encapsulated pH responsive polymeric micelles have been observed to release the maximum of 70% of the target molecule or drug at a pH level of 6.4, while it stops at a pH of 7.4 \[[@B47-ijms-18-01036]\]. The ability of these polymeric micelles to detect the antitumor region has been experimented in vivo.

Adding to the list, photoacoustic (PA) imaging is one of the emerging imaging modalities utilized in the field of theranostics for targeting tumor microenvironment. In recent times, Ying et al. have developed peptide functionalized gold nanostars (GNS) for photoacoustic tomography. This desirable targeting efficiency has improved the effect of Photothermal Theraphy (PTT) without damaging the adjacent tissues \[[@B48-ijms-18-01036]\]. In the case of phantom PA imaging, the signals acquired from the GNS-pHLIP (Gold Nanostars-pH Lipid) were imaged using the photoacoustic 3-D tomographic system (Endra Nexus 128, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) at an absorption wavelength of 808 nm. Also, in a recent study, various photoacoustic probes were studied by B Shi et al. One such probe was used for real time tracking of endogenous H~2~S in HCT116 mice cell. This probe had a local concentration of Butylated, Octylated Diphenylamine (BODPA) within the NPs which is activated at pH 7.4 \[[@B49-ijms-18-01036]\]. Although PA imaging provides extensive theranostic applications for targeting the tumor microenvironment, only limited probes have been developed so far.

2.3. Interstitial Fluid Pressure (IFP) {#sec2dot3-ijms-18-01036}
--------------------------------------

Imbalance in the angiogenic factors like vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) and angiopoietins leads to the production of abnormal vasculature. Sometimes, the hyperpermeability allows exchange of molecules in the tumor vasculature without any maintenance of gradient. This gives rise to an abnormality in IFP \[[@B50-ijms-18-01036]\].

Non-invasive imaging methods like dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging using Gd-DTPA (gadolinium diethylene-triamine penta-acetic acid) are helpful to analyze IFP, and pre-clinical study using xenograft mouse models of many human cancers was performed. It was concluded that, the velocity with which fluid flows correlates well with the magnitude of IFP \[[@B51-ijms-18-01036]\]. Liu et al. discussed an extended study of this principle to clinical non-invasive studies on human liver tumors for measurement of IFP as a function of three parameters i.e., velocity of tumor interstitial fluid, distance between tumor surface and exudates, and conductivity of the interstitium. The research also discussed a method to non-invasively measure IFP using these parameters \[[@B52-ijms-18-01036]\].

Nanoprobes designed for targeted therapy towards this abnormal IFP would help to suppress the rapid angiogenic process. A pre-clinical study of a probe designed to target and inhibit IFP on a mouse B16 melanoma model was performed using sterically stabilized lysosomes filled with Imatinib, a drug to reduce IFP by inhibiting platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGF-R) β. These lipid vehicles were distributed in the tumor. A reduction of tumor size was observed under fluorescence imaging \[[@B53-ijms-18-01036]\]. Development of theranostic probes targeting IFP is an ongoing research and hence not many probes have been reported. However, there are many therapeutic drugs such as Imatinib and Anakinra (Interleukin antagonist) that decrease the IFP and increase the drug uptake. On the other hand, the effect of these drugs has to be studied carefully and hence hybrid imaging like PET/CT takes a unique role. A research on water-perfusable tissue fraction (PTF) with help of ^15^O-water PET/CT helped to analyze the outcome of Imatinib on the IFP in colorectal cancer \[[@B54-ijms-18-01036]\].

3. Tumor Microenvironment: Theranostic Probes for Physical Factors {#sec3-ijms-18-01036}
==================================================================

TME is a key player in the development and progression of cancer. It can be targeted to suppress the severity of cancer. The need for nanoprobes has become important in current research because of the limitations of conventional therapies for cancer treatment. The following section will give an insight into the various therapeutic and imaging probes developed so far to target various components of TME.

3.1. Tumor Vasculature {#sec3dot1-ijms-18-01036}
----------------------

When a tumor is developing, it needs to be supplied with new blood vessels. The vessel formation (angiogenesis) does not happen sequentially and hence it has increased permeability and leaky membranes. Because of this malformed vasculature, it becomes difficult to have drug delivery. Hence, these days nano-therapeutic applications have emerged to tackle the drug delivery inefficiency \[[@B50-ijms-18-01036]\].

The nano-probe contains photofrin or photofrin and iron oxide NPs. Photofrin is a photodynamic agent which acts like a sensitizer that is taken up by the tumor and upon photo irradiation releases singlet oxygen \[[@B55-ijms-18-01036]\]. These NPs are tagged with an F3 peptide which specifically targets the surface of MDA-435 cells. This can be visualized due to tagging of Alexa Fluor 594 to the NP. Pre-clinical studies in a rat glioma model using this probe showed better tumor localization and contrast enhancement in MRI for the targeted agent compared to non-peptide tagged NPs. Moreover treatment of rat glioma using Photo Dynamic Therapy (PDT) gave improved results for the peptide tagged NP. This study was performed using diffused MRI with 2D reconstruction \[[@B55-ijms-18-01036]\]. A probable disadvantage is that photofrin remains in the skin for a long time, causing the patients' skin to be photosensitive for weeks. The tissue penetration for this probe could be difficult due to the presence of photofrin. Advancements such as use of SPION with a siliceous coating and a tagged fluorophore can increase the specificity towards the tumor target. Moreover, the use of a nickel magnetic micromesh which can be magnetized using a strong external magnetic field can target the fluorescent magnetic nano-particles (FMN) which in turn enhances the cancer targeting \[[@B56-ijms-18-01036]\]. With the help of magnetic NPs, the size and distance constraints for targeting the required tissue are reduced.

Schmider et al. later developed a probe to target neo-vasculature expressing α~5~β~1~ integrin and these vessels were visualized with 3D spatial resolution of the MR signals. They did another experiment with a theranostic nanoprobe targeted towards α~5~β~1~ (α~ν~β~3~) integrin along with a fumagillin drug. Results showed a significant reduction in tumor size compared to α~ν~β~3~ fumigillin which did not show much reduction \[[@B57-ijms-18-01036]\]. The advantage of using 3D reconstructions of the MR signal is that, we can clearly depict the volume of tumor reduction to accurately identify the therapeutic effect of the probe. This research study was carried out at a pre-clinical level using Α5β1 integrin in the MDA-MD 435 xenograft mouse model.

Increasing the specificity of a nanoprobe by adding a peptide can be seen from the research conducted by Grange et al. where neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) expressed on tumor endothelial cells or Kaposi Cells can be particularly targeted with a specific NCAM peptide conjugated with a nanoprobe. A comparison was made between a PEG liposome with no specific NCAM target and C3d liposome which had a specific peptide moiety. They concluded that C3d liposome was more efficient in delivering the doxorubicin drug into the tumor cell which resulted in a reduction in tumor size and also with less toxicity of the drug and this was observed on SCID male mice at a pre-clinical level. On the other hand, the PEG liposome was accumulated extracellularly. The doxorubicin drug release was observed through MRI by tagging the liposome with a gadolinium---1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA)---monoamide or Gd DOTAMA (C18)~2~ in short \[[@B58-ijms-18-01036]\]. Gd DOTAMA, an important contrast agent, is capable of determining specific signatures of the TME.

Similarly, another study with Gd DOTAMA as a contrast agent in targeting tumor vasculature where a glucocorticoid drug prednisolone phosphate (PLP) was incorporated inside long circulating stealth liposomes (LCL) and this combination of LCL-PLP could permeate through the tumor vasculature easily compared to normal endothelial cells to achieve a targeted therapeutic effect. Two kinds of drug release study were conducted: one with only LCL-PLP and other with an MRI imaging agent Gd-PLP-LCL. The latter helped to understand the distribution of the drug delivered in vivo on B16.F10 melanoma cells injected into Male C57BI6 mice and concluded that this had a good accuracy in analyzing the therapeutic response at a pre-clinical level \[[@B59-ijms-18-01036]\].

VEGF regulates tumor angiogenesis and is over-expressed in a tumor tissue. The usage of many other imaging modalities such as PET and SPECT in targeting the VEGF is evident from the following examples which were performed at a pre-clinical stage. ^124^I-VG67e is a monoclonal antibody that binds to VEGF-A that can be imaged through PET and this was done on HT1080-26.6-bearing mice at a pre-clinical stage \[[@B60-ijms-18-01036]\]. To target the VEGF receptor, probes such as ^64^Cu-DOTA-VEGF~121~ are performed on mice bearing U87MG human glioblastomas where DOTA acts as a chelator \[[@B61-ijms-18-01036]\]. 124-L19-SIP monoclonal antibody was targeted against extra domain-B of fibronectin on xenograft nude mice \[[@B62-ijms-18-01036]\] (as shown in [Figure 3](#ijms-18-01036-f003){ref-type="fig"}). SPECT imaging modality is also useful for detecting angiogenesis markers with the help of probes like 99mTc-scVEGF targeted towards the VEGF receptor of Male Swiss--Webster mice \[[@B63-ijms-18-01036]\]. VEGF121-Avi-streptavdidn IRDye800scVEGF/Cy is a probe which uses optical imaging or NIRF for detecting VEGF receptor performed on Mice bearing VEGFR-2 expressing 67NR murine breast tumors \[[@B64-ijms-18-01036]\].

A study by Shi et al. explained the use of reduced graphene oxide conjugated with the antibody of CD105 which is predominantly expressed on growing tumor cells. This led to formation of RGO conjugate ^64^Cu-NOTA-RGO-TRC105 showing stability in vitro and in vivo. PET imaging studies assessed the pharmacokinetics and selectivity of the conjugate towards CD105 on 4T1 murine breast tumors and this was also validated with histologic studies \[[@B65-ijms-18-01036]\]. The same team further investigated on to target VEGFR using NOTA-GO-VEGF121 which incorporated nano-graphene oxide sheets and performed in vivo mouse PET imaging studies which proved the specificity of this conjugate to VEGFR. This has been predicted to play an important role in cancer theranostics \[[@B66-ijms-18-01036]\].

Dual Modality imaging using both PET/NIRF was carried out using ^64^Cu-MSN-800CW-TRC105(Fab) which used multifunctional mesoporous silica nanoparticles and 800CW which acts as the NIRF dye. This experiment was performed on the 4T1 murine breast tumor model and resulted in a 2-fold enhancement of tumor accumulation compared to targeting without TRC105(Fab) \[[@B67-ijms-18-01036]\]. In vivo ImmunoPET imaging study of tumor bearing mice with ^124^I MORAb-004 has shown to specifically target hTEM1 which is a tumor vascular marker and this was expressed by engineering immortalized murine endothelial cells (MS1) to express luciferase, enabling optical imaging in nude mice \[[@B68-ijms-18-01036]\].

A multifunctional theranostic approach involving photoacoustic imaging was performed to image tumor vasculature associated with mouse bearing the 4T1 breast tumor model using (PEG) coated copper(II) sulfide NP. These NPs act as a contrast agent and also help to destroy the tumor by photothermolysis \[[@B69-ijms-18-01036]\].

Clinical PET Imaging studies have also been done for example by using ^89^Zr bevacizumab, a tracer which helps to target VEGF-A in breast cancer patients. This study showed that the standardized uptake value of the tracer was higher (1.85 ± 1.22) in the tumor compared to normal tissues (0.59 ± 0.37) \[[@B70-ijms-18-01036]\]. ^123^I-L19(scFv)~2~ targeted towards fibronectin of five male patients with head and neck cancer could be imaged by SPECT/CT modality \[[@B71-ijms-18-01036]\].

3.2. Lymphatic System {#sec3dot2-ijms-18-01036}
---------------------

The lymphatic system plays an important role in both the immune system and the spreading of cancerous cells from the primary site to the secondary site in different organs, i.e., cancer metastasis. In many diseases including cancer, there is an excess growth of lymphatic vessels called lymphangiogenesis \[[@B72-ijms-18-01036]\]. Lymphatic endothelial cells express specific antigens such as podoplanin, lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1 (LYVE-1) and VEGFR3. LYVE-1 is the most extensively used lymphatic endothelial cell marker and probes for targeting lymphatic cells have been developed for PET and optical imaging \[[@B73-ijms-18-01036],[@B74-ijms-18-01036],[@B75-ijms-18-01036]\]. The presence of podoplanin on lymphatic endothelial cells promotes their migration, adhesion, and lymphatic formation. Yang et al. developed a nanoprobe to target podoplanin in lymphangiogenesis. They developed polyethylene glycol (PEG)-GoldMag NPs which were conjugated with anti-podoplanin antibody (PodAb) which was later evaluated for the occurrence of tumor lymphangiogenesis in vivo using MRI in breast cancer model \[[@B76-ijms-18-01036]\].

Lymphatics-homing peptide-1 (LyP-1) is a 9-amino-acid cyclic peptide that binds to its receptor (p32/gC1qR) in some type of tumor cells especially, in highly malignant breast tumor cells MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-435S \[[@B77-ijms-18-01036]\]. Luo et al. synthesized a NP-specific to tumor lymphatics conjugated with LyP-1 \[[@B78-ijms-18-01036]\]. They used copolymers of maleimide--PEG--poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) which were conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labelled LyP-1. They found an eight times higher uptake of LyP-1-NPs in vivo than without LyP-1 NPs, used for comparing efficacy. The detection of FITC positive cells was done with fluorescence microscopy. In 2011, Zhang et al. also, labelled LyP-1 peptide with Cy5.5 (a near-infrared fluorophore) for visualizing under optical imaging \[[@B79-ijms-18-01036]\]. Later in 2012, Wang et al. prepared another NP with LyP-1 conjugated PEG-PCL micelles (LyP-1-PM) and Artemisinin (ART) (a natural anti-cancer and anti-lymphangiogenesis drug). Micelles with artemisinin drug (LyP-1-PM-ART) were observed to have higher antitumor efficacy. LyP-1-PM-ART was found to specifically target lymphatic tumor tissue as compared to PM-ART, which remained in the circulation. They showed near-infrared fluorescent imaging in vivo as well as ex vivo and observed that 10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine-4-chlorobenzene-sulfonate salt (DiD)-loaded LyP-1-PM (LyP-1-PM-DiD) showed preferential accumulation in the tumor than PM-DiD (as shown in [Figure 4](#ijms-18-01036-f004){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that the LyP-1 modified fluorescence probe has theranostic application to highly metastatic breast tumor and tumor lymphatics \[[@B80-ijms-18-01036]\].

3.3. Extracellular Matrix {#sec3dot3-ijms-18-01036}
-------------------------

Changes in the rigidity of the ECM can be a trigger for tumor development. Therefore, when nanocarriers are targeted to this lineage of TME to stop these changes associated with ECM, the growth of the tumor can be suppressed.

Hyaluronan (HA) metabolism is a predominant feature for breast cancer progression. During tumor progression, the amount of hyaluronidases is at increased levels. Peer and Margalit discussed HA tagged to gold NPs along with a fluorophore which helps to detect the cancerous tissue due to increased levels of hyaluronidases \[[@B81-ijms-18-01036]\].

A nanotherapeutic probe targeting ECM was designed by attaching an antibody of lysyl oxidase to poly([d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-lactide-co-glycolide)-block-PEG copolymer. This nanoprobe system was successfully implemented in vitro and in vivo and resulted in significant tumor suppression. The research team conducted a fluorescence spectroscopic analysis using Coumarin-6 dye that helped to analyze the nanoprobe accumulation inside the tumor \[[@B82-ijms-18-01036]\].

Proteases that are released by stromal cells help to give property of shape to ECM in tumor cells. These proteases are released excessively and cause the degradation of ECM. Probes targeting the activity of protease help to image tumor progression using Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and NIR imaging \[[@B83-ijms-18-01036]\].

Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-2) is usually over expressed in certain tumors. A probe that follows FRET principle was designed by attaching a low molecular weight heparin associated with quantum dot and this moiety was attached to the low molecular weight protamine which contains the MMP-2 substrate cleavable by MMP-2. This substrate acts as a spacer and also contains the fluorophore. MMP-2 overexpressed in the tumor tissue cleaves this spacer leaving the fluorophore free. To make this probe permeable through the blood brain barrier (BBB), a transferrin receptor T7 peptide was used for targeting the tumor correctly \[[@B84-ijms-18-01036]\].

A recent advancement in this field was the use of an external alternate magnetic field which makes the liposomes covered by heat sensitive magnetic NPs undergo hysteresis and this localized increase in temperature triggers the release of protease substrates embedded inside the liposome. MMPs excessively present on tumor tissues degrade the substrate and these short peptides are detected by diagnostic tests like enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) \[[@B85-ijms-18-01036]\].

Collagen undergoes many changes in the TME. These structural proteins become denatured due to action by MMPs and several other proteases. Collagen mimetic peptides (CMP) are photo-triggered and have a tendency to form a triple helix with the denatured collagen. The CMPs were tagged with Near Infrared Fluorophore (NIRF) (IR-Ahx-(GPO)~9~) and fluorescence revealed the accumulation of the triple helical structure in the tumor tissue \[[@B86-ijms-18-01036]\].

An extracellular matrix protein named periostin has functions of cell adhesion and motility and is an important component of TME. This protein was imaged using PET/CT modality. A PET tracer ^64^Cu-DOTA-antiperiostin-F(ab′)2 was developed by Heidari et al. which showed better binding affinity towards periostin expressed in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma mouse models in comparison with ^18^F FDG \[[@B87-ijms-18-01036]\].

3.4. Stromal Cells {#sec3dot4-ijms-18-01036}
------------------

Tumor-associated stromal cells (TASCs) such as cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) have been found to play a key role in promoting cancer progression and metastasis \[[@B88-ijms-18-01036],[@B89-ijms-18-01036],[@B90-ijms-18-01036]\]. CAFs are widely seen in breast and pancreatic cancer \[[@B91-ijms-18-01036],[@B92-ijms-18-01036]\]. The overexpression of fibroblast activation protein-α (FAP) (membrane bound serine protease), on the CAFs, makes them different from the normal stromal cells \[[@B93-ijms-18-01036]\]. The non-specific binding of FAP, due to sharing peptide substrate with other postpropyl peptidase, is the limitation for the fabrication of FAP targeted imaging probe for in vivo studies. To counter this limitation, Granot et al. labelled the CAFs in vitro with the contrast agent biotin-bovine serum albumin-gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, Feridex, or 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide. Henceforward, they could be easily traced by MRI or NIRF in vivo imaging \[[@B94-ijms-18-01036],[@B95-ijms-18-01036]\]. FAP has a unique post-prolyl endopeptidase activity to cleave the dipeptide at the NH~2-~terminal \[[@B96-ijms-18-01036],[@B97-ijms-18-01036]\]. Hence, FAP-α is known to give shape to the microenvironment which promotes growth as well as invasion of the tumor by degrading ECM \[[@B94-ijms-18-01036],[@B98-ijms-18-01036],[@B99-ijms-18-01036]\]. Ji et al. designed the ferritin-based FAP-α responsive fluorescence probe for imaging of CAF-positive cancers. Since FAP-α is excessively present in tumor tissue, the ferritin-based fluorescence-tagged peptide on the probe will become cleaved by the FAP-α to release the fluorophore and be detected. In vivo imaging also was performed by Ji and colleagues in mice after injecting these nanoprobes intravenously \[[@B100-ijms-18-01036]\]. Ji et al. also designed a novel nanocarrier made up of a cleavable amphiphilic peptide (CAP), encapsulated with hydrophobic drug doxorubicin (Dox) to target CAFs in the TME. This CAP-Dox-NPs showed excellent results in terms of both specificity and antitumor activity in vivo when examined by in vivo fluorescence imaging \[[@B101-ijms-18-01036]\].

Furthermore, cysteine cathepsins especially cathepsin B (CtsB) are excessively expressed in TME. Normally, CtsB interacts with lysosomes to perform functions such as autophagy and immune responses \[[@B102-ijms-18-01036]\]. The excess secretion of CtsB by different types of cells present in TME including tumor cells, tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) and fibroblasts, makes them potent cancer-specific targets \[[@B103-ijms-18-01036]\]. Mikhaylov et al. developed the liposomal nanocarrier (LNC) that contains CtsB inhibitor (NS-629) to target CtsB in the TME. NS-629 is linked to a PEG-functionalized lipid by a lipid linker to form LNC that can target CtsB on tumor (LNC-NS-629). They functionalized LNC-NS-629 by tagging the Gadolinium (Gd) to enhance the contrast at tumor sites when viewed under MRI. After MRI, they found that there was no undesirable accumulation of LNC-NS-629 in normal healthy tissues. Thus, Gd conjugated LNC-NS-629, can be used as a potential diagnostic tool. They also loaded LNC-NS-629 with Alexa Fluor 555 to confirm the target at tissue level when viewed under fluorescence microscopy. Upon examination, only TME cells showed fluorescent LNC-NS-629. Finally, when they encapsulated the anticancer drug doxorubicin in LNC-NS-629 to target primary MMTV-PyMT tumor cells, they found that it gaves 22-fold more increased death of tumor cells when compared to doxorubicin encapsulated in the LNC liposomes withoutNS-629 \[[@B104-ijms-18-01036]\].

Besides the role of TAMs in tumor progression, invasion and metastasis, they can also be a potent drug target. The over-expression of mannose receptor on the TAMs was used for targeting TAM positive carcinomas \[[@B105-ijms-18-01036]\]. Zhu et al. developed the PEG-sheddable PLGA NP conjugated with mannose as the ligand. PEG shedding was used to lessen the uptake of NPs by normal cells. They quantified the uptake amount (in vitro and in vivo fate) by labelling PLGA with FITC when viewed under a fluorescence microscope. This system may be used to target drugs like Yondelis and bisphosphonate clodronate to TAMs \[[@B90-ijms-18-01036]\]. Various agents for Macrophage-specific PET imaging have been designed \[[@B106-ijms-18-01036]\]. M1 and M2 macrophages of TAMs have opposite functions, where M1 shows antitumor activity and M2 is known to show pro-tumorigenic properties. Henceforth, recent focus shifted to the development of NP which can inhibit the M2 macrophages functions and convert them into M1 macrophages \[[@B107-ijms-18-01036]\].

4. Efficient Drug Delivery Systems {#sec4-ijms-18-01036}
==================================

Efficiency of drug delivery is the key element in improving the present status for both diagnosis and therapy of cancer. Multifunctional upconversion NPs (UCNPs) are used for effective cancer therapy. These NPs are used in nuclear targeting therapy where they deliver the anti-cancer drug into the cancer cell nucleus and also monitor the process using imaging modalities such as MRI, with the help of trans activator transcription (TAT) peptide. This is utilized as a cell penetrating peptide (CPP) derived from human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1) and thus, helps efficiently in the uptake of the NP \[[@B126-ijms-18-01036]\]. The multifunctional UCNP drug delivery system carries the gene with anticancer drug (DOX), which replaces the mutated gene and also, induces the apoptosis of the tumor cell by damaging the DNA \[[@B127-ijms-18-01036]\]. Here, we review the different types of drug delivery systems and nanoparticles which deliver the drug in an effective manner.

4.1. pH Based Drug Delivery System {#sec4dot1-ijms-18-01036}
----------------------------------

Nanoparticles that are used particularly for targeting tumors have a drug releasing system which releases the drug when exposed to a particular pH. This system is based on the fact that the pH level of the tumor cells is much lower compared to that of normal cells. Griset et al. developed a paclitaxel-loaded polymeric nanoparticle that targets tumor cells and releases the drug when exposed to mild acidic condition. It was demonstrated that even at a low dose, the drug delivery of this nanoparticle was found to be highly efficient \[[@B128-ijms-18-01036]\]. Furthermore, such a pH-dependent drug delivery system can be developed using graphene. Graphene-based nanomedicine, also called pH responsive chemotherapy, is used in various types of cancer treatments. Zheng et al. conducted a study to explore the efficiency of graphene NPs in both drug delivery as well as imaging probe. They inferred that these NPs have greater surface area which increases the amount of drug that can be loaded on a single NP \[[@B129-ijms-18-01036]\].

Recent advancements of this pH based drug delivery system include pH responsive hyaluronic acid functionalized manganese dioxide nanosheets. These nanosheets can absorb cisplatin, a therapeutic drug which is delivered at the tumor target on acquisition of lower pH and reduced glutathione. The Mn^2+^ released in this process enables imaging using MRI thus providing a theranostic approach \[[@B130-ijms-18-01036]\]. Aggregation induced emission (AIE) based fluorophores that show strong fluorescence and imaging abilities are considered better these days than the conventional fluorescent dyes which pose a disadvantage due to toxicity and fluorescence quenching. A multifunctional drug delivery system, MPEG-hyd-TPE was constructed by conjugating the AIE fluorophore tetraphenylethene (TPE) to MPEG (methyl polyethylene glycol) by a hydrazone bond which when it comes in contact with the low pH conditions, breaks the hydrazone bond and releases the doxorubicin drug. The cell imaging method employed is fluorescence microscopy, hence giving a theranostic application \[[@B131-ijms-18-01036]\].

4.2. Enzyme-Responsive Silica Based Nanomedicine {#sec4dot2-ijms-18-01036}
------------------------------------------------

The mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN) is another type of efficient drug delivery system that acts as a novel vehicle for the transport of anti-cancer drugs, which provides a large structural central cavity for drug encapsulation which in turn improves the rate of accumulation of the drug \[[@B132-ijms-18-01036]\]. This silica-based NP is specifically designed for colonic conditions because the anti-cancer drug 5-fluoruracil (5FU) is a water-soluble drug activated by the colonic enzyme mixture present in the gastrointestinal (GI) track. Doxorubicin conjugated enzyme-cleavable precursors attached to silica coated magnetic nanoparticles by click chemistry, enables this NP moiety to release the drug efficiently when it comes in contact with cathepsin B which is usually overexpressed in cancer cells. The live imaging of drug release can be monitored using MRI and fluorescence \[[@B133-ijms-18-01036]\]. Another similar study in which a nanoprobe containing hydroxylated mesoporus silica (HMNS) with polyethyleneamine (PEI) alongside Gadolinium (Gd) and Folic Acid (FA) was designed and doxorubicin, which is loaded in the mesoporous silica, released on pH control. This platform enables imaging using a magnetic resonance spectrometer and also to attain efficient drug delivery of doxorubicin to the tumor \[[@B134-ijms-18-01036]\].

4.3. Liposome Mediated Drug {#sec4dot3-ijms-18-01036}
---------------------------

Liposome mediated nanoparticle drug delivery is non-toxic and non-immunogenic. It is mostly encapsulated in order to protect it from degradation. Liposome formulated nanostructures are the most widely used method for treatment of various types of cancer \[[@B135-ijms-18-01036]\]. The use of liposomes to deliver anticancer drugs facilitates the protection of healthy sensitive tissue from the cytotoxic effects of the drug. Moreover, the circulation time of the drug can be increased by incorporating polyethylene glycol on the phospholipid bilayer of liposome which results in pegylated liposomes. These days, to increase the specificity of the liposome for targeting the desired tumor tissue, peptides and antibodies are used as targeting sites on the liposome \[[@B136-ijms-18-01036]\]. Efficiency of drug delivery is also enhanced by modifying the drug to lipid ratio. This was observed when Johnston et al. conducted an experiment to study the effect of drug to lipid ratio (D/L) on the drug release rate. They showed the changes in releasing properties of vincristine encapsulated in large unilamellar vesicle (LUV) is regulated by various values of the D/L ratio. They concluded that doxorubicin loaded into this system (Lipo-Dox) at a D/L (*wt*/*wt*) ratio of 0.46 showed effective drug release \[[@B137-ijms-18-01036]\]. Doxorubicin loaded liposomes have the advantage of delivering doxorubicin with reduced toxicity and prolonged circulation. Apart from this, other factors such as the structure of the liposome and the drug loading efficiency were evaluated by Z. Ali Mohammadi et al. The drug delivery efficiency and release rate was found to be maximum at pH 5.5, at a liposome composition containing unsaturated lipid and a sustained release was observed for liposome composition with cholesterol \[[@B138-ijms-18-01036]\]. Chang et al. used another strategy to enhance efficiency by conjugating a peptide, SP5-2, to LipoDox which binds non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells and they observed a 11.2 fold improvement in the drug delivery efficiency compared to free doxorubicin \[[@B139-ijms-18-01036]\]. Ze Lie et al. developed a system containing substrate of legumain Alanine-alanine-asparagine (AAN) and cell-penetrating peptides such as (TAT) This combination of AAN-TAT-liposome carrying the doxorubicin drug exhibited an increase in the delivery of doxorubicin to kill the tumor \[[@B140-ijms-18-01036]\]. Another liposome composition containing paclitaxel called EndoTAG-1 is used to treat triple negative breast cancer and pancreatic cancer. This system of drug delivery along with DOTAP (1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium propane) can be used to increase the affinity towards the tumor \[[@B141-ijms-18-01036]\].

4.4. Polymeric Based Nanoparticle Theranostics {#sec4dot4-ijms-18-01036}
----------------------------------------------

Polymeric based nanospheres, nanocapsules, and nanoparticles are made up of a biodegradable and biocompatible polymeric compound which encapsulates the drug inside the cavity. In the field of cancer theranostics, PNPs (Polymeric Nano Particles) serve as a promising vehicle for drug delivery because they carry the drug effectively to the specific organ. The nanometer size of the PNPs facilitate effective and easy transportation through the cell membrane \[[@B142-ijms-18-01036]\] The polymers can degrade into safe components and pose lesser risk of toxicity. Examples of such polymers include polyethylene glycol, poly([dl]{.smallcaps}-Lactic acid), poly([dl]{.smallcaps}-glycolic acid) which are used for polymer based nanotheranostics. Along with this, an imaging agent is also incorporated such as an MRI contrast agent, radionuclide, fluorophore etc. This can further be enhanced by tagging a targeting ligand on the NP that specifically targets the tumor site \[[@B143-ijms-18-01036]\]. A study by Napp et al. used polystyrene nanoparticles (PS-NPs) with palladium based tetraphenylporphyrin which has an emission wavelength in the NIR range. These PS-NPs with polyethylene glycol and a herceptin antibody bind to the HER2/neu-overexpressed in the tumor cell. This binding, revealed a unique ratiometric response in a hypoxic tumor cell. Thus, this enables a novel imaging strategy \[[@B144-ijms-18-01036]\]. Incorporating a theranostic approach, an interesting study by Jain et al. involves the use of iron oxide NP along with a coating of oleic acid and amphiphilic block copolymer which maybe poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(p-phenylene oxide) (PPO) that can deliver anticancer drugs (doxorubicin, paclitaxel) to a targeted tumor site. This nanoparticle system also has MRI properties that enable us to image the real time monitoring of drug distribution and response to chemotherapy on tumor progression \[[@B145-ijms-18-01036]\]. Another interesting study was conducted by Gao et al. on the encapsulation of tadpole shaped polymer CDenPLA (cyclodextrin poly([dl]{.smallcaps}-lactide)). This new copolymer nano-particle (377 nm size) carries and effectively (approx. 71.6%) releases the BSA (Bovine serum albumin) which was also confirmed using H NMR, SDS-PAGE and circular dichroism spectra \[[@B146-ijms-18-01036]\].

5. Challenges in Effective Cancer Theranostics {#sec5-ijms-18-01036}
==============================================

One of the major challenges faced in nanotheranostics is the stability of the functionalization between the nanoprobe and the particular drug. Though this challenge can be overcome by modifying the surface of the nanoprobe, it gives rise to another problem---the control over the size of the nanostructure. This is because some applications, such as the probes for brain or liver cancers require a much smaller nanocarrier in order to efficiently penetrate the cells \[[@B147-ijms-18-01036]\]. The efficiency of multifunctional nanocarriers is challenged by the specificity of cancer cell response as different types of cancer cells are responsive to different types of drugs. Similarly, some type of cancer cells can be resistant to particular drugs too. Thus, the study of multifunctional theranostic nanoprobes is not an easy feat in cancer theranostics \[[@B148-ijms-18-01036]\]. However, to overcome the challenges of non-responsive cell receptor, the target may not be the cell itself. The NPs can be made sensitive to external factors of the TME such as pH or temperature \[[@B149-ijms-18-01036]\]. If it is a pH-sensitive NP, it is preferred to be developed as an acidity-activated particle in cancer theranostics as the pH in the TME is usually low, indicating an acidic environment.

Nanotoxicity is an important factor in appraising the safety of the probe's use in the future. It also proves to be a major concern in therapeutic techniques because negative interaction between NP and the drug might produce free radicals. This may in turn target the healthy neighboring cells instead of the cancer cells \[[@B150-ijms-18-01036]\]. This phenomenon defeats the purpose of improving the patients' health by killing the healthy cells. Some nanoprobes may remain in the body even after complete phagocytosis of cancer cells which also leads to nanotoxicity by which the patient may experience side effects. Silicon-based nanoprobes have been developed to overcome this obstacle but are still undergoing research as their speed of delivery appears inadequate \[[@B151-ijms-18-01036]\]. However, the NPs designed particularly for neuroimaging have another challenge, which is the need for them to cross the selectively permeable BBB layer. There are not many probes which can overcome this problem. Thus, a lot of research experiments are being conducted in order to find out the transporter that can facilitate the crossing of the BBB layer \[[@B148-ijms-18-01036]\].

In recent years, attaching immunosuppressors to the nanoprobes seems to have been highly welcomed as it eliminates the risk of triggering the immune system thus, possibly leading to autophagy \[[@B152-ijms-18-01036]\]. Autophagy is a phenomenon where the immune cells, triggered by a foreign substance invasion attack the healthy cells along with the foreign substance which in turn disturbs the metabolic homeostasis \[[@B105-ijms-18-01036]\].

Radioactive imaging probes have an attribute called half-life, which denotes the amount of time they remain active. Usually, the probes have low half-time denoting their poor-viability and thus demanding a faster imaging process \[[@B153-ijms-18-01036]\]. Hence, multifunctional nanocarriers such as liposome and micelles are mostly used for imaging and drug delivery as they have the ability to reduce the side effects, lower the toxicity, and increase the uptake of the drug by tumor cells efficiently.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-ijms-18-01036}
==============

It has been a milestone in cancer research to observe the paradigm shift of cancer cells from an isolated mass of cells displaying uncontrolled division to one that undergoes complicated communication with the TME. Since then, many studies have expanded our knowledge on the different components of TME and their roles in tumor development. The rapid advancements in nanotechnology allow nanotheranostics to be implemented in the combat against cancer.

The abnormal pH, IFP, and oxygen concentration in the TME serve as a suitable target for nanoprobes for cancer detection. Moreover, the difference in the environment of healthy cells and TME allows researchers to design drug carriers that release anticancer drugs in the TME. However, many of these drug carriers and molecular probes are still confined to the research domain and have yet to be transferred to a clinical setting. This review discussed the methods with which different elements in TME are targeted using nanotheranostics for detection, therapy and drug design in cancer, for example, the tumor-associated stromal cells (TASCs) that consist of tumor-associated macrophages and cancer-associated fibroblast. The overexpression of genes in TASCs poses a potential nanotheranostic target. Abnormally high level of lymphangiogenesis with overexpression of antigens is also another target for nanotheranostics. Apart from that, scientists have developed different nanoprobes to detect angiogenesis and the proteins attached to the newly made blood vessels using modalities like PET and MR imaging. Besides that, the signaling molecules and growth factors supplied by the ECM for tumor progression have provided potent cancer-specific target nanoprobe development. Lastly, we highlighted different drug delivery systems designed based on pH, enzyme, liposome, and topology. The shortcomings of these drug delivery systems, such as cytotoxicity and instability of functionalization between the drug and the NPs were discussed.

In summary, the rapid knowledge advancement in tumor microenvironment and its role in tumor development proffer researchers a better foundation to conduct cancer research. The development of TME-specific nanotheranostics will provide a faster and more accurate cancer diagnosis and therapy in the future, if it is translated in the clinical setting.

7. Future Perspective {#sec7-ijms-18-01036}
=====================

As the role of TME in cancer progression becomes established, the future direction is to develop TME-targeted therapies and drug delivery systems to halt or slow down cancer malignancy. Although numerous studies have highlighted TME-specific cancer treatment, there are challenges that are still unresolved. These include the dynamic changes in TME, heterogeneity of TME, and the complex nature of different molecular factors in TME. In addition, many studies discuss the interplay between a TME element and cancer growth. It is important to look into the network of all TME elements to elucidate the crosstalk between cancer growth and TME as a whole. Another area of interest is to establish the TME network based on specific types of cancer. For example, the TME of hepatocellular carcinoma and prostate cancer is different. Based on this difference, more specific and effective diagnostic or therapeutic methods can be developed.

In the near future, once the TME of a particular type of cancer has been established, personalized and targeted treatments can be tailored to replace non-specific chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Besides, understanding the cancer-TME interplay will help us look into therapies to reduce the recurrence of cancer. By doing so, there will be less societal and governmental burden imposed. Cancer progression can be controlled and monitored using TME-targeted therapies and diagnostics.
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![Illustration of theranostic probes incorporated for targeting the tumor microenvironment.](ijms-18-01036-g001){#ijms-18-01036-f001}

![Results of a dynamic Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scan as a function of time after injection with ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole. A single reconstructed PET slice is displayed through the center of the head and neck tumor. First 5 frames were of 1-min duration, followed by 5 frames of 5-min duration. At 30 min after injection, the patient was removed from the scanner and then reimaged at 90 and 180 min after injection. Images were co-registered using a low-dose CT scan (depicted in the final image in the series). This series shows evolution of ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole distribution within the patient from initial blood pool to selective sequestration within the hypoxic tumor subvolume. This research was originally published in JNM. Carlin, Sean, and John L. Humm. PET of hypoxia: current and future perspectives. J. Nucl. Med. 2012, 53, (8), 1171--1174. © by the Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, Inc. \[[@B26-ijms-18-01036]\].](ijms-18-01036-g002){#ijms-18-01036-f002}

![PET images of FaDu xenograft-bearing nude mouse injected with ^124^I-L19-SIP (3.7 MBq, 25 μg). Coronal images were acquired at 24 (**a**) and 48 h (**b**) after injection. Image planes were chosen where both tumors were visible. Uptake of ^124^I in the stomach (arrow) and to some extent in bladder (urine) is visible at 24 h p.i., but has disappeared at 48 h p.i. This research was originally published in European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging. Bernard M. Tijink. ^124^I-L19-SIP for immune PET imaging of tumour vasculature and guidance of ^131^I-L19-SIP radioimmunotherapy © 2016 Springer International Publishing AG \[[@B62-ijms-18-01036]\].](ijms-18-01036-g003){#ijms-18-01036-f003}

![The targeted delivery of LyP-1-PM to highly metastatic breast tumor in vivo. (**A**) In vivo near-infrared fluorescent images of mice after intravenous administration of DiD-loaded LyP-1-PM or PM at different time points and (**B**) ex vivo image of tumors and organsafter the tumor-bearing mice above were sacrificed at 96 h. Reprinted with permission from \[[@B80-ijms-18-01036]\]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.](ijms-18-01036-g004){#ijms-18-01036-f004}
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Significant probes incorporated for therapy and imaging of the tumor microenvironment.

  Serial Number                                                                                                                 Tumor Microenvironment                                        Imaging Modality            Probe Design                                                       In Vivo Model                                                                                                                   References
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1                                                                                                                             Hypoxia (deoxygenated cells)                                  PET                         ^18^F-FMISO                                                        Glioblastoma patients                                                                                                           Spence et al. \[[@B24-ijms-18-01036]\], Masaki et al. \[[@B108-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Nine-week-old male BALB/c athymic nude mice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  2                                                                                                                             Hypoxia (deoxygenated cells)                                  PET                         ^61^Cu-ATSM                                                        Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma                                                                                           Flynn et al. \[[@B25-ijms-18-01036]\], Lapi et al. \[[@B109-ijms-18-01036]\]
  3                                                                                                                             Hypoxia (deoxygenated cells)                                  MRS                         2-nitro-α-\[(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy) methyl\]-imidazole-1-ethanol   Gastrointestinal cancer mouse model                                                                                             Procissi et al. \[[@B29-ijms-18-01036]\], Papadopoulou et al. \[[@B110-ijms-18-01036]\]
  BALB/c female Mice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  4                                                                                                                             Hypoxia (deoxygenated cells)                                  MRS                         GdDO3NI                                                            Rat prostate cancer                                                                                                             Gulaka et al. \[[@B31-ijms-18-01036]\]
  5                                                                                                                             Hypoxia (deoxygenated cells)                                  Optical Imaging             azo based fluorescent probe                                        Xenograft models                                                                                                                Kakkad et al. \[[@B33-ijms-18-01036]\], Q. Cai et al. \[[@B111-ijms-18-01036]\]
  In-vitro HeLA cells                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  6                                                                                                                             Hypoxia                                                       Photoacoustic imaging       CD44v6-GNS                                                         Xenografted mouse models of gastric cancer                                                                                      Liang et al. \[[@B35-ijms-18-01036]\]
  7                                                                                                                             pH                                                            MRS                         (imidazol-1-yl)3-ethyoxycarbonylpropionic acid                     Human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and mdamb-435), grown in the mammary fat pad of severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice.   Van Sluis et al. \[[@B112-ijms-18-01036]\]
  8                                                                                                                             pH                                                            MRS                         2-(imidazol-1-yl) succinic acid                                    Gliomas in rat brain                                                                                                            Provent et al. \[[@B40-ijms-18-01036]\]
  9                                                                                                                             pH                                                            Optical                     DilR-783-S                                                         MDA-MB-435 xenograft model                                                                                                      L. Wang et al. \[[@B43-ijms-18-01036]\]
  10                                                                                                                            pH                                                            Optical                     CEST with iopromide contrast agent                                 Breast cancer xenograft                                                                                                         Chen et al. \[[@B44-ijms-18-01036]\], Moon et al. \[[@B113-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Xenograft tumor of Raji lymphoma and five mice with a xenograft tumor of MCF-7 breast cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  11                                                                                                                            pH                                                            Optical                     doxorubicin polymeric micelles                                     B16F10 tumor-bearing mice                                                                                                       Ko et al. \[[@B47-ijms-18-01036]\], D Kim et al. \[[@B114-ijms-18-01036]\]
  4--6 week old female nude mice (BALB/c nu/nu mice)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  12                                                                                                                            pH                                                            Photoacoustic Imaging       GNS-pHLIP                                                          Xenograft models of gastric cancer                                                                                              Tian et al. \[[@B48-ijms-18-01036]\]
  13                                                                                                                            pH                                                            Photoacoustic Imaging       BODPA-NP                                                           HCT116 mice cell                                                                                                                Shi et al. \[[@B49-ijms-18-01036]\]
  14                                                                                                                            Interstitial Fluid Pressure                                   MRI                         Gd-DTPA                                                            Xenograft mouse models                                                                                                          Hompland et al. \[[@B51-ijms-18-01036]\], L J. Liu et al. \[[@B52-ijms-18-01036]\]
  A-07 human melanoma xenografts growing in female BALB/c nu/nu mice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  15                                                                                                                            Interstitial Fluid Pressure                                   Optical                     Lysosome-Imatinib                                                  BB16 melanoma mouse model                                                                                                       Fan et al. \[[@B53-ijms-18-01036]\]
  16                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         Photofrin iron oxide coated NPs                                    Rat glioma                                                                                                                      Reddy et al. \[[@B55-ijms-18-01036]\]
  17                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         α5β1 RGD (Radiolabeled Arg Gly Asp) rhodamine nano particles       Α5β1 integrin in MDA-MD 435 xenograft mouse model                                                                               Schmieder et al. \[[@B57-ijms-18-01036]\], Marelli et al. \[[@B115-ijms-18-01036]\]
  18                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         α5β1(ανβ3) fumagillin                                              Α5β1(ανβ3) in MDA MD 435 xenograft mouse model                                                                                  Schmieder et al. \[[@B57-ijms-18-01036]\]
  19                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         NCAM targeted liposomes with doxorubicin and Gd                    SCID male mice                                                                                                                  Grange et al. \[[@B58-ijms-18-01036]\]
  20                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         PLP-LCL                                                            B16.F10 melanoma cells injected to Male C57BI6 mice                                                                             Cittadino et al. \[[@B59-ijms-18-01036]\]
  21                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             MRI                         SPIO magnetic nano particles                                       EGFP transfected U87MG human glioblastoma into SCID mouse                                                                       Fu Aihua et al. \[[@B56-ijms-18-01036]\]
  22                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             PET                         ^64^Cu-NOTA-RGO-TRC105                                             xenograft U87MG tumor-bearing mice                                                                                              S. Shi et al. \[[@B65-ijms-18-01036]\]
  23                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             ImmunoPET                   ^124^I MORAb-004                                                   Mice bearing MS1-hTEM1/fLuc or MS1/fLuc angioma grafts                                                                          Li et al. \[[@B68-ijms-18-01036]\]
  24                                                                                                                            Tumor Vasculature                                             Photoacoustic imaging       PEG-CuS-NP                                                         4T1 breast cancer tumor bearing mice                                                                                            Zhou et al. \[[@B69-ijms-18-01036]\]
  25                                                                                                                            VEGF-A                                                        PET                         ^89^Zr bevacizumab                                                 Human adenocarcinoma patients                                                                                                   Gaykema et al. \[[@B70-ijms-18-01036]\], Golestani et al. \[[@B116-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Human carotid endarterectomy (CEA) specimens.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  26                                                                                                                            VEGF-A                                                        PET                         ^124^I-VG67e                                                       HT1080-26.6-bearing mice                                                                                                        Collingridge et al. \[[@B60-ijms-18-01036]\]
  27                                                                                                                            VEGFR                                                         PET                         ^64^Cu-DOTA-VEGF~121~                                              Mice bearing U87MG human glioblastomas                                                                                          Ferrara 2009 \[[@B61-ijms-18-01036]\], K. Chen et al. \[[@B117-ijms-18-01036]\]
  28                                                                                                                            VEGFR                                                         PET                         NOTA-GO-VEGF121                                                    4T1 murine breast tumors                                                                                                        Shi et al. \[[@B66-ijms-18-01036]\], S Shi et al. \[[@B118-ijms-18-01036]\]
  29                                                                                                                            VEGFR                                                         SPECT                       99mTc-scVEGF                                                       Male Swiss--Webster mice                                                                                                        Levashova et al. \[[@B63-ijms-18-01036]\]
  30                                                                                                                            VEGFR                                                         Optical                     VEGF121-Avi-streptavdidn IRDye800scVEGF/Cy                         Mice bearing VEGFR-2--expressing 67NR murine breast tumors                                                                      Kang et al. \[[@B119-ijms-18-01036]\]
  31                                                                                                                            ED-B of fibronectin                                           PET                         ^124^-L19-SIP                                                      Xenograft nude mice                                                                                                             Tijink et al. \[[@B62-ijms-18-01036]\]
  32                                                                                                                            Fibronectin                                                   SPECT/CT                    ^123^I-L19(scFv)~2~                                                5 male patients with head and neck cancer.                                                                                      Birchler et al. \[[@B71-ijms-18-01036]\], Santimaria et al. \[[@B120-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Twenty patients (34--79 years of age) with lung, colorectal, or brain cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  33                                                                                                                            Lymphatic System                                              Optical                     LyP-1-maleimide-PEG-PLGA-FTIC                                      Lymphatic metastasis tumor models, Nude BALB/c nu/nu mice                                                                       Luo et al. \[[@B78-ijms-18-01036]\]
  34                                                                                                                            Lymphatic System                                              Optical                     LyP-1-Cy5.5                                                        4T1 murine breast cancer in mouse                                                                                               Zhang et al. \[[@B79-ijms-18-01036]\], Zhang et al. \[[@B121-ijms-18-01036]\]
  35                                                                                                                            Lymphatic System                                              Optical                     LyP-1-PM-ART                                                       Nude mice bearing orthotopic MDA-MB-435S breast tumors                                                                          Z. Wang et al. \[[@B80-ijms-18-01036]\]
  36                                                                                                                            Extracellular Matrix                                          Optical                     HA-Au NPs-Fluorophore                                              C57BL/6 male mice were given a bolus injection of saline or of MMC formulations                                                 Peer and Margalit \[[@B81-ijms-18-01036]\], S. Lee et al. \[[@B122-ijms-18-01036]\], H Lee et al. \[[@B123-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Mice bearing SCC7 tumors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  4-Week-old DBA-1J mice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  37                                                                                                                            Extracellular Matrix                                          Optical                     LOX antibody-copolymer                                             Mice bearing 4T1 tumors implanted within the mammary fat pad                                                                    Kanapathipillai et al. \[[@B82-ijms-18-01036]\]
  38                                                                                                                            Extracellular Marix                                           PET                         ^64^Cu-DOTA-antiperiostin-F(ab′)2                                  Genetically engineered esophageal squamous cell carcinoma mouse models                                                          Heidari et al. \[[@B87-ijms-18-01036]\]
  39                                                                                                                            MMP-2                                                         Optical                     T7 peptide-LMWH-QD-LMWP-Fluorophore                                Xenograft, ex vivo and in vivo of mice bearing HT1080 tumor                                                                     Y. Wang et al. \[[@B84-ijms-18-01036]\]
  40                                                                                                                            Collagen                                                      Optical                     CMP-IR-Ahx-(GPO)9                                                  Prostate cancer cells were implanted subcutaneously in non-obese diabetic (NOD)/severe-combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice.    Y. Li et al. \[[@B86-ijms-18-01036]\], Y. Li et al. \[[@B124-ijms-18-01036]\]
  SKH-1, DR-1 nude mice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  41                                                                                                                            Stromal Cells (FAP-α)                                         Optical                     ferritin-fluorescence peptide                                      Co-implants Mice bearing CAFs and PC-3 co implants                                                                              Ji et al. \[[@B100-ijms-18-01036],[@B101-ijms-18-01036]\]
  Fibroblast activation protein α--specific, near-infrared peptide probe (KGPGPNQC) linked to Cy5.5 and a quencher dye, QSY21   Mice bearing C6 cell tumors (controls) or U87MG cell tumors   \[[@B125-ijms-18-01036]\]                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  42                                                                                                                            Stromal Cells (FAP-α)                                         Optical                     CAP-doxorubicin-Nanoparticles                                      Mice bearing CAFs and PC-3 co implants                                                                                          Ji et al. \[[@B100-ijms-18-01036],[@B101-ijms-18-01036]\]
  43                                                                                                                            Stromal Cells (CtsB-PyMT tumor cells)                         Optical                     Doxorubicin-LNC-NS629-Gd-Alexa Fluor 555                           Mice bearing orthotopically transplanted congenic mammary tumors                                                                Mikhaylov et al. \[[@B104-ijms-18-01036]\]
  44                                                                                                                            Stromal Cells (CtsB-PyMT tumor cells)                         Optical                     mannose-PLGA-FITC                                                  C57BL/6 miceequation                                                                                                            Zhu et al. \[[@B90-ijms-18-01036]\]
  45                                                                                                                            Stromal Cells (Podoplanin)                                    MRI                         PEG-GoldMag-nanoparticles-PodAb                                    Rat breast tumor model                                                                                                          Yang et al. \[[@B76-ijms-18-01036]\]
